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Abstract 

The ubiquity of C–H bonds presents an attractive opportunity to elaborate and build 

complexity in organic molecules. Methods for selective functionalization, however, often must 

differentiate among multiple chemically similar and, in some cases indistinguishable, C–H bonds 

within the same molecule. An advantage of enzymes is that they can be finely tuned using directed 

evolution to achieve control over divergent C–H functionalization pathways. Here, we present 

engineered enzymes that effect a new-to-nature C–H alkylation (C–H carbene insertion) with 

unparalleled selectivity: two complementary carbene C–H transferases derived from a cytochrome 

P450 from Bacillus megaterium deliver an α-cyanocarbene into the α-amino C(sp3)–H bonds or the 

ortho-arene C(sp2)–H bonds of N-substituted arenes. These two transformations proceed via 

different mechanisms, yet only minimal changes to the protein scaffold (nine mutations, less than 

2% of the sequence) were needed to adjust the enzyme’s control over the site-selectivity of 

cyanomethylation. The X-ray crystal structure of the selective C(sp3)–H alkylase, P411-PFA, reveals 

an unprecedented helical disruption which alters the shape and electrostatics in the enzyme active 

site. Overall, this work demonstrates the advantages of using enzymes as C–H functionalization 

catalysts for divergent molecular derivatization.  



1. Introduction 

Given the ubiquity of C–H bonds in organic molecules, advancing selective C–H 

functionalization methodologies can fundamentally simplify chemical synthesis.1–5 Ideally, precise 

and divergent alterations to a molecular scaffold would be achieved by using a panel of highly 

selective catalysts that can functionalize each unique C–H bond in a molecule, including both 

C(sp3)–H and C(sp2)–H bonds.6 Methods of this kind are promising in many settings, such as late-

stage derivatizations of pharmaceuticals, agrochemicals, and materials.4,7–9 Notwithstanding the 

appeal of this approach, design principles and methodologies featuring small-molecule catalysts with 

complementary selectivity are scarce. Successful examples have exploited directing groups to guide 

the functionalization of the desired C–H bonds.10–13 Divergent, highly selective methods that act on 

desired substrates absent of guiding functional groups are desired.3 

Enzymes are ideal candidates to address unmet selectivity challenges in C–H 

functionalization reactions: catalyst-controlled selectivity can be achieved and reprogrammed in 

enzyme active sites through fine-tuned substrate alignments that enable complementary reaction 

outcomes. C–H hydroxylases and halogenases exemplify this impressive capability, with divergent 

chemo-, regio-, and stereoselectivity either found in nature or engineered using directed evolution 

(Fig. 1a).14–21 Over the past decade, our group and others have broadened the scope of enzymatic C–

H functionalization reactions by introducing new transformations originally developed by synthetic 

chemists.22 Examples include repurposing haem proteins and non-haem Fe enzymes to selectively 

alkylate or aminate C–H bonds via carbene- or nitrene-transfer reactions23–26 and exploiting non-

haem Fe enzymes for radical-mediated selective C–H azidation and nitration reactions.20,27,28 

However, the vast majority of these efforts have focused on targeting a specific sp3-hybridized C–H 

bond (Fig. 1b); chemodivergent approaches to functionalizing C(sp3)–H bonds and arene C(sp2)–H 

bonds present in the same molecule are lacking. 

Here, we describe two complementary P450-based carbene transferases which can 

selectively introduce a cyanomethyl group into a C(sp3)–H bond or a nearby arene C(sp2)–H bond 

(Fig. 1c). Whereas enzymatic and transition-metal catalyzed C(sp3)–H carbene insertion are well 

documented,1,29–35 examples of highly selective intermolecular carbene transfer to an arene C(sp2)–

H bond remain rare.36,37 In small-molecule catalysis, high regioselectivity is challenging to achieve 



via the postulated Friedel-Crafts-like electrophilic aromatic substitution mechanism.38–41 Site-

selective transformations often occur at the least sterically demanding para-position.42–47 

Meanwhile, state-of-the-art biocatalytic systems have been limited to electron-rich 

heteroaromatics.48,49 Inspired by these precedents, we set out to engineer carbene transferases that 

favor arene C–H functionalization, in order to complement reported “C(sp3)–H alkylases”. This 

complementary, chemodivergent enzymatic platform can enable straightforward generation of 

constitutional isomers, which are otherwise laborious to prepare and would require wholly different 

strategies and starting materials to access. Additionally, nitriles and their derivatives (e.g. amides) 

are well-established functional groups in medicinal chemistry that can be diversified readily in 

complexity-building transformations.50,51 We see this enzymatic platform as a proof of principle and 

starting point from which to generate new “C–H cyanomethylases” for functionalization of targeted 

C–H bonds in complex bioactive molecules. 

 

Fig. 1 | Reaction design. a, Enzymatic C–H functionalization reactions can be highly selective and 
divergent; b, Previous work on abiological enzymatic C–H functionalization has mainly focused on 
modifying C(sp3)–H bonds; c, The goal of this study is to demonstrate that closely related C–H 
alkylases can enable divergent functionalization of arene C(sp2)–H bonds and nearby C(sp3)–H 
bonds; d, Model reaction for the initial activity discovery. 
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2. Results and discussion 

2.1 Initial activity screening and reaction discovery 

We commenced by evaluating the biocatalytic C–H carbene transfer reaction with N-phenyl 

morpholine 1a and diazoacetonitrile 2, which has multiple C(sp3)–H and C(sp2)–H bonds where 

cyanomethylation could occur (Fig. 1d, Supplementary Table 1). This transformation relies on the 

generation and transfer of an α-cyanocarbene intermediate,52 which has been reported in both 

chemocatalytic and biocatalytic systems for cyclopropanation, N–H and S–H insertion, and indole 

alkylation reactions.52–54 C–H cyanomethylation via catalytic carbene transfer has not been reported. 

In initial studies, we examined the enzymatic C(sp3)–H cyanomethylation reaction with a panel of 

82 different variants of axial serine-ligated cytochromes P450 (P411s, previously engineered for 

abiological carbene transfer reactions) (Supplementary Table 1). The haem cofactor alone is not an 

active catalyst for this reaction. Many of the P411 variants, however, catalyzed the carbene insertion 

into the α-amino C(sp3)–H bond of 1a, affording 3a with moderate yields. Notably, P411-PFA, a 

carbene transferase previously engineered to catalyze α-amino C(sp3)–H fluoroalkylation,31 afforded 

the α-amino C(sp3)–H cyanomethylation product with 11% yield. 

We were fascinated to observe that a small number of P411 variants also exhibited basal-

level ortho-arene C–H functionalization activity when diazoacetonitrile 2 was used as the carbene 

precursor (Fig. 1d, Supplementary Fig. 1) in a small number of P411 variants (Supplementary Table 

1). This activity was not seen in previous studies using diazoesters (e.g. ethyl diazoacetate, EDA) or 

perfluorinated diazo compounds (e.g. 2,2,2-triflurodiazoethane).30–32 The formation of 4a is not 

catalyzed by the haem cofactor, nor is it produced by the cellular background. Notably, whereas 

P411-PFA is a selective C(sp3)–H alkylase, variant P411-FA-E3, which differs by only a single 

mutation (P401L) to P411-PFA, exhibits the highest selectivity to yield 4a among the enzymes tested 

(3a:4a = 2:1). Even though P411-FA-E3’s carbene transfer selectivity towards the arene C–H bond 

is still poor, this result encouraged us to explore the extent to which arene C–H functionalization 

selectivity could be improved by directed evolution, and whether we could develop a set of 

chemodivergent C(sp3)–H and C(sp2)–H carbene transferases. 

 



2.2 Structural studies of P411-PFA 

To gain structural insight into the α-amino C(sp3)–H cyanomethylase and help guide the 

directed evolution of a highly selective arene C–H cyanomethylase, we determined the X-ray crystal 

structure of P411-PFA’s haem domain to 1.87 Å resolution (PDB 8DSG). P411-PFA adopts an 

overall architecture similar to previously solved structures of cytochromes P450 and P411.55–57 

P411-PFA contains 13 mutations relative to the closest related variant with a determined structure, 

P-4 A82L A78V F263L (PDB 5UCW), an enzyme capable of nitrene insertion into C–H bonds.57 

The majority of the 13 mutations in P411-PFA are near the active site (Supplementary Fig. 2) and 

reshape the substrate cavity into a shallow pocket directly above the haem (Fig. 2a, Supplementary 

Fig. 3). This likely facilitates binding of the smaller carbene precursors and organizes steric 

interactions to orient the substrate for carbene insertion at the selected position. 

Among the structural changes introduced through directed evolution, the most striking 

feature is an unusual helical backbone conformation observed in the structure of P411-PFA. (Fig. 

2b, Supplementary Fig. 4–5). Specifically, a peptide flip at residue position 267 fully disrupts the 

helical hydrogen bonding pattern of the I helix. Such drastic structural rearrangements in this region 

led us to analyze the progression of the I helix hydrogen bonding pattern over generations of directed 

evolution. In the structure of wild-type P450 BM3 (PDB 1FAG),58 this region of the I helix exhibits 

a conformation reminiscent of the i + 5 → i hydrogen bonding pattern present in a π-helix,59 resulting 

in a bulge around residue 267. In the evolved P411 P-4 A82L A78V F263L aminase structure, this 

helical bulge is stabilized by a water molecule (w1) likely present but not modeled in wild-type P450 

BM3, indicating a feature that has persisted over many generations of directed evolution of this 

enzyme (Fig. 2c–e, Supplementary Fig. 4).55–57,60 Notably, however, this distortion is further 

expanded in the structure of P411-PFA; the peptide flip present at position 267, which fully disrupts 

the helical hydrogen bonding network, traps a second water molecule (w2) within an expanded coil 

and breaks the standard I helix into two distinct helices. This breakage results in the accumulation 

of complementary dipoles on either side of this expanded coil, altering the electrostatics in the active 

site (Fig. 2c, Supplementary Fig. 6). In the wild-type monooxygenase, residues within this region 

have been suggested to influence C–H hydroxylation by facilitating oxygen binding and activation.60 

The helical disruption and resultant complementary macrodipoles in this pocket of the carbene 

transferase may promote binding or activation of the zwitterionic diazo compounds (carbene 



precursors). Intriguingly, whereas P411-PFA contains 26 haem-domain mutations compared to wild-

type P450 BM3, E267 had not been changed (Supplementary Fig. 7). Instead, mutations flanking 

the helical bulge around this site, L263Y, H266V, and T268G, which have been introduced to 

enhance carbene and nitrene C–H insertion activities,30,56,57 likely stabilize the otherwise unfavorable 

flipped conformation of the E267 peptide.   

 

Fig. 2 | Crystallographic studies of P411-PFA (PDB 8DSG). a, Overall fold (white cartoon) and 
active site cavity of P411-PFA (left, purple mesh) compared to a closely related C–H aminase, P-4 
A82L A78V F263L (PDB 5UCW) (right, orange mesh); b, An unusual backbone conformation, a 
peptide flip, is observed in the I helix (teal) of P411-PFA at residue position E267. The E267 
backbone carbonyl is indicated by a red arrow. Mutations on the I helix from wild type P450 BM3 
(pink) to P411-PFA are indicated as black residue labels; c, Close-up view of the helical bulge which 



resides at the bottom of a water channel. The disruption of the I helix generates a partial dipole near 
the active site, which may make the local electronic environment more favorable for diazo binding 
and activation. Waters stabilizing the bulged helix in d, P411-PFA (white) and e, P411-PFA are 
overlaid on P411 P-4 A82L A78V F263L (orange).   

2.3 Directed evolution of a selective arene C(sp2)–H carbene transferase and reaction 

optimization 

To develop highly active and selective arene C(sp2)–H carbene transferases, we used P411-

FA-E3 as the starting enzyme for directed evolution by sequential rounds of site-saturation 

mutagenesis and error-prone PCR mutagenesis and screening (by GC-FID) (Fig. 3a). To preserve 

the novel structural feature (helical disruption) found in P411-PFA, presumed to be beneficial for 

carbene-transfer activity, we targeted amino acid residues for site-saturation mutagenesis on the 

opposite side of the active site from the disrupted I helix and those previously found to affect 

abiological carbene- and nitrene-transfer activities (Fig. 3b, c). We found beneficial mutations within 

the proximal active site pocket (A87V, M177Y, W325C, V330C, and M354V) as well as distal ones 

that affect the chemoselectivity of the protein catalysts (S118Q, G252L).  

Meanwhile, in comparison to P411-FA-E3, α-amino C(sp3)–H cyanomethylase P411-PFA 

contains an additional L401P mutation in the axial “Cys pocket” (L401P), which disrupts the 

hydrogen bond between the amide proton of residue 402 and axial serine ligand (Supplementary Fig. 

8); mutations in this pocket are known to tune the electronic property of haem.55,61,62 The different 

selectivities of these two variants encouraged us to investigate whether mutations at other residues 

in the Cys pocket improve arene C(sp2)–H functionalization selectivity. F393W was identified as a 

beneficial mutation from site-saturation mutagenesis of this region. In summary, a total of seven 

rounds of mutagenesis and screening yielded the final variant P411-ACHF (arene C–H 

functionalization enzyme, Supplementary Table 2), which contains eight additional mutations 

relative to P411-PFA (Fig. 3b). Under yield-optimized reaction conditions (Supplementary Table 3), 

arene C(sp2)–H cyanomethylase P411-ACHF delivers 4a in 51% yield and excellent 

chemoselectivity (3a:4a = 1:17).  

Like many small-molecule arene C–H carbene-transfer catalysts,38–42,47,63-65 P411-ACHF 

was found to exhibit (low) Buchner ring expansion activity. This activity was not seen in the parental 

C(sp3)–H alkylase, P411-PFA. We observed the highest level of Buchner product formation when 



the enzyme was challenged with 1b and 2 (Fig. 3d). In that case, P411-ACHF affords 

cycloheptatriene 5b, presumably through cyclopropanation, electrocyclic ring opening, and 

tautomerization (Supplementary Fig. 9). Interestingly, the enzymatic Buchner ring expansion 

reaction was found to be sensitive to the pH of the reaction buffer (Fig. 3d, Supplementary Table 4). 

It was observed that basic conditions (pH 7.4–8.0) suppressed Bucher product formation. Thus, the 

scope of arene C–H functionalization with P411-ACHF was examined under basic conditions. 

 

Fig. 3 | Reaction discovery and directed evolution of a C(sp2)–H cyanomethylase. Reaction 
conditions: anaerobic; 5 mM 1a or 1b; 48 mM 2 (9.63 equiv.); E. coli whole cell harboring P411 
variants (OD600 = 30) suspended in M9-N aqueous buffer (pH 7.4); 10% v/v EtOH (co-solvent); 
room temperature; 18–20 h. a, Initial activity screening revealed the formation of C(sp3)–H insertion 
product 3a and ortho-arene C–H alkylation product 4a; b, Locations of beneficial mutations are 
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highlighted in the P411-PFA structure; c, Directed evolution of a highly selective arene C(sp2)–H 
cyanomethylase (*Yield-optimized conditions (see Supplementary Table 3): 2.5 mM 1a ; 51.6 mM 
2 (20.63 equiv.); E. coli whole cell harboring P411-ACHF (OD600 = 30) suspended in M9-N aqueous 
buffer (pH 7.4); 10% v/v EtOH (co-solvent); room temperature; 18–20 h); d, Observed product 
distribution with 1b includes ring-expanded Buchner products (5b, **inseparable mixture of 
tautomers). Generally, basic pH suppresses Buchner product formation. 

2.4 Substrate scope studies of P411-PFA and P411-ACHF 

We investigated the substrate scope of the reaction under yield-optimized conditions with 

the two highly selective but distinct cyanomethylases, P411-PFA and P411-ACHF. As shown in Fig. 

4, these enzymes are capable of alkylating N-substituted arenes with complementary 

chemoselectivity (Fig. 4a). Without any additional protein engineering, the previously engineered 

C(sp3)–H fluoroalkylase P411-PFA efficiently installs cyanomethyl groups to secondary, α-amino 

C(sp3)–H bonds with high chemo-, regio-, and enantioselectivity. Whereas P411-PFA functionalizes 

the C(sp3)–H bonds of these N-substituted arenes (3a–e, Fig. 4a), P411-ACHF alkylates their arene 

ortho-C–H bonds (4a–e). Notably, even though introduction of the cyanomethyl group to an arene 

C(sp2)–H bond does not establish a new stereocenter, when a racemic mixture of 1j is used as the 

substrate, P411-ACHF preferentially converts the (R)-enantiomer into the ortho-cyanomethylation 

product (4j) with 81:19 e.r. via a kinetic resolution (Fig. 4a, Supplementary Table 6). 

Substrate recognition in the enzyme active site is key to carbene-transfer selectivity. P411-

PFA preferentially functionalizes the secondary α-amino C(sp3)–H bonds in the presence of other 

C–H bonds with similar bond-dissociation energies (e.g. benzylic C–H bonds in 1d and 1e). 

Meanwhile, P411-ACHF exhibits exclusive selectivity toward ortho-C–H bonds (to nitrogen) over 

other activated positions (positions ortho to –OMe in 4m). Transition metal-catalyzed carbene 

transfer to C(sp2)–H bonds of N-substituted arenes, in contrast, favors the kinetically more accessible 

para-positions.42–47 The para-positions are likely sterically occluded by the enzyme, leading to the 

observed ortho-selectivity. Overall, the substrate scope studies reveal that the multiple potential non-

covalent interactions between the enzymes and the substrate are key to determining carbene transfer 

selectivity, and a small number of mutations can cause these new-to-nature enzymes to discriminate 

nearby C–H bonds.  



 

Fig. 4 | Substrate scope study. a, Substrate scope of P411-PFA and P411-ACHF. Analytical yields 
of desired products were determined by using their GC calibration curves (See Supplementary 
Information, Section VII). Reaction conditions: anaerobic; 2.5 mM 1; 51.6 mM 2 (20.63 equiv.); E. 
coli whole cells harboring P411 variants (OD600 = 30) M9-N aqueous buffer (pH 7.4); 10% v/v EtOH 
(co-solvent); room temperature; 18–20 h. Yields are reported as the averages of the triplicate 
experiments (See Supplementary Table 5); b, The arene C(sp2)–H functionalization activity and 
selectivity can be further optimized on individual target molecules; c, Chemodivergent, preparative-
scale syntheses using P411-PFA and P411-ACHF. Reaction conditions: anaerobic; 5 mM 1d; 48 
mM 2 (9.63 equiv.); E. coli whole cells harboring P411 variants (OD600 = 30) M9-N aqueous buffer 
(pH 7.4); 10% v/v EtOH (co-solvent); room temperature; 18–20 h.  
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Although chemoselectivity of P411-ACHF is not yet excellent with some substrates, directed 

evolution should be able to improve activity and selectivity on any specific substrate. As proof-of-

concept, we performed an additional round of directed evolution using 1b as the new model substrate 

and identified Y263W as a beneficial mutation. The optimized variant, P411-ACHF Y263W, with 

decreased active site volume, delivers 4b with 54% yield and <1:10 3b:4b ratio (Fig. 4b, 

Supplementary Table 7). To demonstrate the synthetic utility of these enzymes, we performed 

chemodivergent derivatization of 1d using P411-PFA and P411-ACHF on preparative scale, where 

the enzymes yielded constitutional isomers 3d and 4d with 30% (1-mmol scale, 56 mg) and 37% (2-

mmol scale, 136 mg) isolated yield, respectively (Fig. 4c). 

3. Conclusion 

We have demonstrated that complementary, closely related P450-based carbene transferases 

can selectively functionalize either a C(sp3)–H bond or an arene C(sp2)–H bond present in the same 

molecule. These results support our proposal that the divergent, native C–H hydroxylating selectivity 

widely exhibited by P450s can be re-established for a non-native enzymatic reaction. Given these 

results, it is reasonable to expect that these enzymes can serve as starting points from which to evolve 

C–H alkylases to divergently functionalize C(sp3)–H and C(sp2)–H bonds with high selectivity, 

provided some promiscuous activity for the targeted position can be found. In fact, as we have shown 

here, less selective ‘generalist’ enzymes are excellent starting points from which to evolve catalysts 

that are highly selective for a desired transformation.  

Furthermore, structural studies of the C(sp3)–H carbene transferase, P411-PFA, revealed an 

unusual helical disruption in the active site of these cyanomethylases that is neither observed in 

reported P450 structures nor captured by computational structure predictions (AlphaFold2, see 

Supplementary Figure 4). This underscores the advantages of using directed evolution to establish 

new-to-nature functions in engineered enzymes, which often calls for new structural features that 

differ from the native proteins and may be challenging to predict or design. In summary, we hope 

that these complementary C–H functionalization carbene transferases promote the use of biocatalysts 

to perform challenging, divergent C–H alkylation reactions with selectivity unmatched by chemical 

catalysts. 
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